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Two methods \\"ill he presented for constructing building pel'spectin's, 
motiYated hy two aspects: 
the architect constructing a perspective image has in general a 
definite idea of hOOK the huilding is meant to appear, hut in practice, 
he needs a per:::pectiye system granting the fancied building the 
desired appearance: 
generalization of minicomputers justifies to examinc their possihili-
ties in per:::pectiye construction. 
In up-to-date architecture, masses of the majority of huildings are 
fairly approximated hy an "enyeloping prism". After haying constructed the 
perspectiye image of the prism, the construction i::: ea:::y to achieye even with-
out rotated centre anrl vanishing points indispensahle in usual construc-
tions [3]. (In practice, perspecth-e images without at least one accessible 
vanishing point are exceptionaL lending fastness to the unconventional per-
spectiye construction.) 
Now, two methods will he prei'ented for constructing perspectiye images 
of prisms on a horizontal plane. In this paper perspectiYe image "will he meant 
as a perspectiye with two "anishing points and yertical image plane. To 
assume prisms to stand on a horizontal plane is no restriction, namely the 
image of the prism part ahoye the horizontal plane is simple to complete to 
that of the whole prism. 
The first construction method is based on the following theorem: 
If the perspective image of one face of a prism having also edges parallel 
to the image plane is gil"en, then the geometrical loci of images of missing 
vertices define a hyperbola. 
Because of the constraint, the face image is a trapezium; for the sake 
of simplicity, the planes of the prism faces normal to the image plane will be 
considered as horizontal. Be the image of such a face the trapezium AHHaAa 
(Fig. I). 
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Extending the trapezium edges and finding their intersection yields 
one vanishing point of the horizontal edges of the prism. Passin", from this 
point a normal to the vertical edges yields the horizont line. According to the 
statement above, now simply the missing vertices of the perspectivr image 
of the prism part belonging to the orthogonal trapezium AHHhAh have to 
be found. 
Let this image represent a prism with edge HH" in the image plane, 
of a width AH = a and length EH b. Point AfJ is defined at a distance a 
from point H parallrlly to the horizontal li1H': thr intrrsection of line A 0:1 
and the horizontal line H ii' point Oh. 
A 
Now, geometrical loci of centre C of tlH' perspective system are on a 
circle Kl in the horizontal plane, with centre Ib and radius [bOb' since the centre 
and the point Ob are at equal distance from the vanishing point. 
Again, geometrical loci of point E are on a circle K~ with centre Hand 
radius b in the plane A passing through point H. 
The prism edge AH being normal to the edge HE, also the radius IbC is 
normal to HE; hence I)rojection radii of point B have as geometrical loci the 
surface defined by connecting an arbitrary point of Kl with the end point of a 
radius of K2 normal to the radius helonging to that point. 
Second-ordership of the defined surface will he understood hy imagining 
the circle K~ to be shifted in its plane to have point H on the normal of the 
horizontal plane at point lb. 
This transformation is a shear one, with the horizontal plane as basis. 
Now, the transformed surface defined as above is a hyperholoid of revolution 
if the two circles are not in the same plane. Since this transformation affects 
neither the surface order, nor the numher of its points in infinity, also the ori-
ginal surface is a hyperbolic hyperholoicl. 
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Geometrical locus of B*, perspective image of point B, is on the inter-
section line of this surface with the image plane, a hyperbola as deduced by 
considerations similar to the former ones. The image plane turns out to be plane 
Gf symmetry for tlw hyperboloid of reyolution, and the direction of shear 
transformation to he parallel to the image plane, consequently the image plane 
is a plane of symmetry for the original hyperbolic hyperboloid as well. 
At the same time, the hyperbola section in the symmctry plane of the 
hyperholic hyperboloid is thc outline curn~ of the perpendicular projection of 
the surface on the symmetry plane; hence perpendicular projections of surface 
generators belonging to the plane section points are tangential to the plane 
section hyperbola. Thereby the geometric locus of point B is simple to indicate, 
namely points of circle::: K} and K ~ in the imagl' plane fit the hyperhola, and 
thl' straight linl' connecting any of these points ,I-ith thl' eentrl' of the other 
circle is tangential to the hyperhola in question. (If any of the four points is 
inaccessible, then two tangents haye to be drawn.) 
Now, in possession of the geometrical locus of point B*, another condi-
tion, e.g. the image width, or the direction of the third l'dge starting from H, 
permits to determine point B*. 
A possihle way of determining the intersection between a conic s('ction 
defined hy four points and a tangent or hy three points and two tangents con-
sists in determining, first, fiYe points of the conic 5eetion (in the first case, by 
the Pascal theorem, and in the second case, hy the Desargues inyolution theo-
rem), then determining the inter5ection point of the conic section given with 
fiYe points, and the straight line by means of the so-called Steiner method of 
construction, double elements as conic section points are projected by sets of 
projection radii from two points of the conic section. 
Since the method aboye would be somewhat tedious to follow graphical-
ly, let us try it in an analytic way: let the }H'rspecti,-e image of point B he 
the intersection point B* of the projection radius BC with the image plane; be 
B'C' the normal projection of the projecting radius in the image plane, and 
the line (C)( B h) the rotated of the normal proj ection in the horizontal plane of 
the projection radius about the horizontal liDe into the image plane. 
Let Ib be the origin of the co-ordinate system, and angle included be-
tween the line IbC and the image plane the parameter 7., R the radius of K}, r 
that of K 2, and j the distance IbHiz; now, the point co-ordinates are: (Fig. 2) 
Due to the similarity of triangles CC'm; and B h B;' Bt: 
x Rcos x r' sin x - x 
R sin x r cos x 
Expressing x: 
r sin 7. 
x = R ----''-----
r cos x - R sin x 
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y' 
x' 
r cos (X] 
Fig. 2 
Due to the similarity of triangles Cl B~ B* and C' B;,B': 
h 
X --Rcos'X j - r sin 'X R cos:x 
Hence: 
x - R cos:x y = h -----------j r sin :x - R cos :x 
Substituting x from (1) and eliminating the compound fraction: 
h R(r - j sin 'X) R cos:x(r cos:x R sin 
(j - r sin cc - R cos cc) (1' cos cc -- R sin cc) 
Transforming the fraction numerator into a product: 
R(r - j sin Cf.) - R cos Cf.(r cos z - R sin 7.) 
- R cos z). 
- R sin z(j l' sin z-
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Resubstituting and simplifying: 
R sin:x y = -h -------
R sin:x 
(2) 
r cos :x 
Thus, the geometrical locus of point B* is described by the set of Eqs (1) and (2) 
hy means of parameter 7.. Eliminating 7. yields the equation of the geometrieal 
locus. The quotient of (1) by (2): 
x r j~in!_ 
y ~-h sin Y. 
Expressing sin 7.: 
sin 7. jy hx (3) 
Expressing sin2 'l. from (2): 
(4) 
(3) and (4) yield the equation of the geometrical locus: 
Vx2 - 2hjxy (5) 
Thus, the wanted geometrical locus is a second-order curye. Considering the 
subdeterminant of the quadratic coefficients, 
is seen to be negative if any of parameters hand R or r is non-zero, hence in 
fact, the wanted geometrical loci are on a hyperbola. 
Therefrom, in posse8sion of e.g. the image width, the missing co-ordinate 
y of the image of point B becomes: 
The co-ordinates are more convenient to handle by shifting the origin to point 
Rh. Now, after suhtituting x = X' j, and simplifying, the former co-ordinate 
y becomes: 
The presented method has the shortcoming that the image ohtained....by con-
struction or calculation suits further construction only ifthe spatial position of 
the centre prOye8 to he conyenient. 
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Remark: In cOllnection with the constructional method. it has been referred to that the gene-
rators of the hyperbolic hyperboloid projected n~rmally onto the image plane are~ tan-
g:ential to the hyperbola of geometrical loci. :'\ O\\". adequate spatial location of the centre 
is provided by finding a hyperbola tangent intersecting the horizontal line at mid-spac-
ing A"B;,. Since the hyperbola has four such tangents. the problem is inaccessible to 
construction, the image width can only be assessed so that the wanted 50iutioll about 
meet5 the condition abon" . 
The second procedure starts from the requirement to have the normal 
projeetion of the centre at the mid-point of the perspective image. Thc angle 
included het·ween one prism face and the image plane, the hisector of the visual 
cone and the image width are considered to be given (Fig. 3). 
Let AHBBhHhAiz be the perspective image of a prism on a horizontal 
plane with edge HHh in the image plane. Since this prism is derivable by mir-
roring the original prism to 8cale about centre C, its corresponding edges are 
AH = I.a and BH I.b and its height HHh = I.h. 
Passing through points A and B perspectiye lines parallel to the bisec-
tor of angle AHB; A r) and Bo will be the interseetions of these parallel lines 
with the image plane, now, obviously: 
BoH 
--- == tJ. 
I.a I.b ' 
Let us take a horizontal plane passing through point H (A and B being spatial 
points ). 
Let 0.4' OH and oB be lines parallel to the angle hisector fitting points A, H 
and B, resp. Lines BH and 004 intersect at O. Since AHoH -< = 0HHB <;-: = 
= OH HO -<, AHO is an equilateral triangle, hence AH OH. Our statement 
follows from the theorem of parallel secants. 
The p value will he calculated from the triangle H B oB. By convention, ("f. 
being the angle included between the direction BH and the normal to the 
image plane BHBI) < = 90:0 - ("f. hence: 
BoH sin 45° 
Ll = --- = -------
1 
, I.b sin (45 0 x) sin et.: - cos X 
Parameters needed for further calculations are, according to Fig. 5: 
AH = _____ I_,a_. __ .... _ 
sin x - co;:. et.: 
HB= 
I.b 
sin x cos x 
a (C)F = S 
2. tg P 
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_~ s tg x -" 1 f= dtg(x - 4-;)~) = -- . -=---
~ 2 tg f3 tg x -'- 1 
s d· tg x = -- . tg x 
~ :2 tg f3 
. cl 1 J=- -= 
tgx 
s 1 
:2 tg f3 tg x 
Fig. 5 
Let us fit the perspectiye image to an orthogonal co-ordinate system with the 
horizontal line as x-axis, and the principal point as origin (Fig. 5). Let us calcu-
late ahscissae of A and B. Lines Hlj and BoO intersect at B. Their equations 
are: 
i.hx - (b 0 -+- e - f)y - I.hf = 0 
;.hx - (e - i)y - I.hi = 0 . 
Soh-ing the set of equations yields the co-ordinate x of B: 
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Similarh-: 
Conditions: 
point F in the centre of the perspectiye image, 
- image width 8 
are met by the equation ;;;ystem: 
8 
X A = 2 
8 
2 
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whpre yariables e and ;. are unknown. Suhstituting into tlw i'econd (>({nation 
and expressing ;-( b 0 = .u I.b and Cl 0 -,) I.a): 
;. = 
(f -- i) (e -f) 
pb (i - ;) 
Subi'tituted into the first equation: 
e(f- j) - --'-----'- ,11 aj 
-"-----'--'----'- ,£la 
pb( i 8/2) 
Expressing e: 
a 8/2 -+- j f - i 1 
8 b f j 8/2 
e = - ---:':::---'':--c:o----:---
2 a 8j2 -;- j . L~ _ 1 
b f j 8/2-i 
8 
8 Q-l 
2Q-'-1 (8) 
Let Ui' possihly simplify the compound fractional term encountered in both 
the numerator and the denominator. 
In the orthogonal triangle Ih'Clj' f-i and f-j are sections of the hypotenuse: 
f-i =-Ipandf-j =OI". 
Point 0 being the intersection of the angle bisector starting from corner (C) 
,,-ith the opposite side: 
f--j 
10 
_1_= 
OIb 
-tgx 
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namely I/C)F <::: = (C)IbF <. Substituting: 
s s 1 
a :2 ') x Q tg x. 
b s s 
:2 :2 tg fJ tg x 
Simplifying: 
0=..::.._1 ____ _ 
<;. b tg x tg p 
Enlarging the fraction by cos 'l. cos fJ: 
Q = ..::.. _co_s-,-__ ,-
b sin (x fJ) (9) 
Substituting into (8) and multiplying by denominators of the compound frac-
tions: 
s a cos(x -- fJ) -- b sin(x fJ) 
e= 
2 a cos(x --'- fJ) b sin(x /3) (10) 
Substituting into (7): 
. tg xl I~i· 
~=---=--~-.------~-----------------------
___ 1_ b (_S_ 
sin x cos x :2 tg fJ ~l 
Expressing and simplifying: 
;. = 
s(sin x cos x) (tg2 x - 1) 
b(Q -;- 1) (tg x 1) (tg x - tg fJ) 
Enlarging by cos2 7.. • cos /3: 
s cos x ;. = ---... - _ .... - _._.- .-..... . 
b sin (x fJHQ -;- 1) 
Substituting (9) and multiplying: 
s cos x ~=-----------------------
a cos(x fJ) - b sin (x fJ) (ll) 
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Determination of the perspectiye image of the prism still needs ordinates of 
points A, Hand B (height ahoye the horizontal line). A.mong these yertical 
edges, that containing H is in the imagt> plant>, hence: 
s cos x h.> = i.h = h ------------
- acos(x-+-/3) b sin (x fJ) 
hI will he determined from similar trianglt>s IbAA" and IbHHh: 
hence: 
hI: h.) = l'- S -J'): (e- j) 
- :2 
S j 
hI = i.h· -----;-
e 
Substituting (8) and arranging: 
1 hI = i.h· ---;::-:=-----
I 
I 
S 
Coefficient of Q in the denominator: 
2j 
--I 
S cos(x--j3) 
cos (x-+- /3) 
S 
Substituting it with (9) and (ll) into (13): 
h S cos X hI = ------------
a cos(x + [3) + b sin(x - [3) 
~ cos _~_,_fJ) --'-- I 
b sin (x -- [3) , 
~ ~~~(cz_i__~l co~_~~ _fJ) _~ 1 
b sin (a - fJ) cos (x -+- fJ) 
Hence: 
h h S cos X 1 = -----------
a cos (x fJ) b sin (x [3) 
h h S cos X 3 = --------------
a cos (x fJ) --;- b sin (x --;-- fJ) 
(12) 
(14) 
(15 ) 
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For the sake of clearness, let us introduce notations: 
" 
':1.-+-(3 I 
b ':I.-i3 
A a cos ( 
B b sin b 
H hs cos f3 
::\ow, according to (10), (14), (12) and (15), the wanted co-ordinates are: 
s A B 
e= 
A7 B 
h] H ---------~-. 
a ·cos b B 
h~ H 
A B 
h3 
H 
A - b . sin (' 
Remark: It i~ ensy to show thnt the geometric loci of point H nre on a straight line "'ith the 
eqnntion: 
h(a sin !X -:- b cos !X) h s(a sin !X b cos !X) 
y=x 
ab co,. 2!X 2ab co- 2/X 
~Iodifying the /j valne in the range 20 to 35 generally does not nffect the hi and h3 
"nlues by more than 3 to 5°;). 50 that after having calculated t,,·o images, the ncw point 
H can be assumed anywhere along the line connecting the two former points H. and 
the hi and h0 "alues can he asspssed at an accuracy meeting graphic requirempnts. 
Last but not least, application of a minicomputer much accelerates calculations. 
Another bonus is to eliminate rotation of the centre, often limiting the size 
of the image in traditional construction. 
Summary 
~Iotivations to find new methods for perspective construction include the attempts to 
inycrt the mental process of the architect trying to find a perspective system helping him rea-
lizing in a perspective image the building he definitely fancied as well as to have rather quick 
methods for practi~al perspective construction by applying popular minicomputers. 
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